
OHS’ Body Shop Job Description: 

Title: Parts Manager 

Team: Management Team Member 

Supervisor, under: Production Manager 

Supervisor, over:  Production Assistants, 90% of their direction will come from the production 
manager, Parts Manager is still their direct supervisor because the Parts Manager will need to 
direct them, help them, and manage them in the absence of the Production Manager 

Work with:  Executive team and consultants appointed by the Company President, follow their 
directions, and keep a friendly working environment, when question arise the President is to be 
email immediately, and managers are to direct their staff to do the same. 

1. Work each day: with a great attitude. 
2.  Keep personal area clean, and area of responsibility clean and organized. 
3.  Participate in equipment maintenance as requested. 
4. Participate in continual education assigned. 
5. follow OHS’ procedures: follow OHS’ Handbook, Job Descriptions, Standard Operating 

Procedures, and those of our suppliers and for their products we use. For example, our 
paint department should run in accordance with Sherwin Williams best practices and 
standard operating procedures. located in the Employee Handbook in the breakroom, 
Clip Lizard Computer or by emailing admin@ohsbody.com which are updated every 90 
days. 

6. Manage the workflow through the parts department in a timely, profitable, and 
accurate manor. 

7. Organize storage buildings, supply, and tool room. 
8. Ready knowledge for status of parts, for all on site vehicles.  
9.  Attend team meetings/conference calls, follow team management email directions. 
10. Manage parts, supplies, maintain inventory levels, and order as needed. 
11. Order Parts and supplies for the shop on a as needed, and just in time process. 
12. Responsible for entering notes with ETA’s, no quotes, etc. 
13. Fills parts requests for the TC.  This includes supplement parts sheet placed in their bin. 
14. Fills orders for technicians on items requested from the supply room. 
15. Receiving parts from delivery personnel. 
16. Verify parts for correctness and damage. 
17. The Parts Person should label each part with appropriate identification from CCC1 using 

the label printer. 
18. Mirror matching of all parts to the parts taken off the vehicle. 
19. Entry of data from a vendor invoice into CCC1, scanning invoice copy in appropriate 

customer’s RO. 



20. Handles parts returns, tracks return credits. Once received, the Parts Person is 
responsible for receiving parts credits into CCC1. 

21. Parts have been reconciled within the RO before the vehicle is completed. 
22. All invoices scanned/ready for bookkeeping once a day. 
23. Notifying the Management issues with vendors. 
24. Monitoring backordered parts statuses, notify CSR to ensure that customers are notified 

their back ordered parts have arrived. 
25. Staging and managing parts carts. 
26. Parts room organization, Supply room organization, parts carts organization, equipment 

organization, outdoor storage building for parts organization. 
27. Parts ordered each day before “cutoff”, missed than before the next. 
28. Maintain a first call list, venders with the best discounts that management has 

requested we call first. 
29.  Damaged parts ask for repair compensation in dollars not hours and track these credits 

to insure payment. 
30. After-Market, when they come in wrong or to damaged to repair, reorder. If this 

happens a second time, ask insurance company for OEM or look for an OEM profit 
match option instead of going after market again to ensure cycle time. 

31. Ask that parts be only delivered by the venders when the order is complete. 
32. When ordering hold venders accountable for time and service. 
33. OEM’s ask for price match, with profit match. 
34. Returns handled each day with a parts AR document sent to Bookkeeping. 
35. Hard to find parts should be researched, found, and ordered quickly or brought to the 

attention of management daily. 
36. Work with bookkeeping to ensure proper CCC coding. 
37. Mirror matching all parts to the old ones if possible, to ensure a correct part. 
38. Clip lizard: Invoices need to be printed and new requested stock need to be integrated, 

labeled, and priced. 
39. The parts carts need to be kept organized. 
40. Documented with the tech info sheet and a parts list kept up to date. 
41.  Empty carts should be waiting in the tear down area. 
42. disassembly carts should be moved back to storage. 
43. disassembly carts and empty carts for the new parts should be moved together by the 

mirror matching table. 
44. New parts are organized on the carts, carts should be moved back to storage until the 

car is ready to be build. 
45. When a tech has been assigned a car to build then someone from parts should be 

notified and the proper carts should be brought to the techs area to begin working on 
the car. 

46. If there is a significant delay on the car because of a stop and supplement of more parts, 
then the parts carts for that car should go back into storage. 



47. Old carts need to be cleaned of old broken parts, put back into production. 
48. Keep documents on the computer organized so anyone can find what they need to 

manage the shop. 
49. Keep electronic folders for Standard Operating procedures. 
50. keep one electronic document for all login info for all things requiring one. 
51. maintain and exceed gross profit on parts as set by management. 
52. Clip Lizard: use as directed to bill to each RO accounting for fasteners, bonding material, 

lights, and liquids used in the repair process and maximizing the use of this process to 
generate profit. Clip Lizard is an important part of OHS’ business plan for success. This 
position is responsible for learning, maintaining, securing, training subordinate staff and 
insuring compliance and usage. Always be on the lookout for changes, updates as this 
unit must always be up to date with the cars being fixed and the materials the store is 
using. 

53.  Agree to a 30-day notice of quite date. 
54. All other duties assigned by supervisor. 
55. I have read and received a copy of this, my job description and I agree that I understand 

and am willing and able to perform the job description. 
 

56. Employee Signature: ___________________________   Date ________________ 


